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Abstract

Gene function annotation is important for a variety of downstream analyses of genetic data.

But experimental characterization of function remains costly and slow, making computa-

tional prediction an important endeavor. Phylogenetic approaches to prediction have been

developed, but implementation of a practical Bayesian framework for parameter estimation

remains an outstanding challenge. We have developed a computationally efficient model of

evolution of gene annotations using phylogenies based on a Bayesian framework using

Markov Chain Monte Carlo for parameter estimation. Unlike previous approaches, our

method is able to estimate parameters over many different phylogenetic trees and functions.

The resulting parameters agree with biological intuition, such as the increased probability of

function change following gene duplication. The method performs well on leave-one-out

cross-validation, and we further validated some of the predictions in the experimental scien-

tific literature.

Author summary

Understanding the individual roles that genes play in life is a key issue in biomedical sci-

ence. While information regarding gene functions is continuously growing, the number

of genes with uncharacterized biological functions is still greater. Because of this, scientists

have dedicated much of their time to build and design tools that automatically infer gene

functions. One of the most promising approaches (sometimes called “phylogenomics”)

attempts to construct a model of inheritance and divergence of function along branches

of the phylogenetic tree that relates different members of a gene family. If the functions of

one or more of the family members has been characterized experimentally, the presence

or absence of these functions for other family members can be predicted, in a probabilistic

framework, based on the evolutionary relationships. Previously proposed Bayesian

approaches to parameter estimation have proved to be computationally intractable, pre-

venting development of such a probabilistic model. In this paper, we present a simple
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model of gene-function evolution that is highly scalable, which means that it is possible to

perform parameter estimation not only on one family, but simultaneously for hundreds of

gene families, comprising thousands of genes. The parameter estimates we obtain coher-

ently agree with what theory dictates regarding how gene-functions evolved. Finally, not-

withstanding its simplicity, the model’s prediction quality is comparable to other more

complex alternatives. Although we believe further improvements can be made to our

model, even this simple model makes verifiable predictions, and suggests areas in which

existing annotations show inconsistencies that may indicate errors or controversies.

1 Introduction

The overwhelming majority of sequences in public databases remain experimentally uncharac-

terized, a trend that is increasing rapidly with the ease of modern sequencing technologies. To

give a rough idea of the disparity between characterized and uncharacterized sequences, there

are� 15 million protein sequences in the UniProt database that are candidates for annotation,

while, only 81,000 (0.3%) have been annotated with a Gene Ontology (GO) term based on

experimental evidence. It is therefore a high priority to develop powerful and reliable compu-

tational methods for inferring protein function. Many methods have been developed, and a

growing number of these have been assessed in the two Critical Assessment of Function Pre-

diction (CAFA) experiments held to date [1, 2].

In previous work, we developed a semi-automated method for inferring gene function

based on creating an explicit model of function evolution through a gene tree [3]. This

approach adopts the “phylogenetic” formulation of function prediction first proposed by Eisen

[4], and the use of GO terms to describe function as implemented in the SIFTER software (Sta-

tistical Inference of Function Through Evolutionary Relationships) developed by Engelhardt

et al. [5]. To date, our semi-automated method has been applied to over 5000 distinct gene

families, resulting in millions of annotations for protein coding genes from 142 different fully

sequenced genomes. However, this approach requires manual review of GO annotations, and

manual construction of distinct models of gene function evolution for each of the 5000 fami-

lies. Even using extensive curation and complex software, called PAINT, the semi-automated

inference process has taken multiple person-years. Further, the semi-automated process can-

not keep up with the revisions that are constantly necessary due to continued growth in experi-

mentally supported GO annotations.

Here, we describe an attempt to develop a fully automated, probabilistic model of function

evolution, that leverages the manually constructed evolutionary models from PAINT, for both

training and assessing our new method. Related work has previously been undertaken in this

area, and a probabilistic framework for function prediction has been implemented in SIFTER.

However, this framework assumes a model of function evolution that limits its applicability in

function prediction. First, it was developed specifically only to treat molecular function, and

not cellular component and biological process terms that could, in principle, be predicted in a

phylogenetic framework. Cellular component and biological process GO terms are the most

commonly used in most applications of GO [6], so these are of particular practical importance.

And second, while it has proven to provide good predictions (about 73% accuracy using the

area under the curve statistic), it cannot be scaled and the model itself provides no theoretical

insights whatsoever. In practice, perhaps the most serious problem for any inference method

is the sparseness of experimental annotations compared to the size of the tree. As a result,

standard parameter estimation techniques for the SIFTER framework are impossible, and
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consequently for SIFTER2.0, the transition matrix parameters are fixed at somewhat arbitrary

values [7].

In order to overcome these problems, we propose a much simpler evolutionary model, in

which (like the semi-automated PAINT approach) each function is treated as an independent

character that can take the value 1 (present) or 0 (absent) at any given node in the phylogenetic

tree. Using information about experimental annotations available in the GO database, and

phylogenetic trees from the PANTHER project [8], we show that we can build a parsimonious

and highly scalable model of functional evolution that provides both intuitive insights on the

evolution of functions and reasonably accurate predictions.

We emphasize that in this paper we focus on developing a model in which parameter esti-

mation is feasible not only over a single gene family, but jointly over multiple gene families.

Parameter estimation in SIFTER was attempted for only a single, specific gene family (AMP/

adenosine deaminase), and was otherwise infeasible due to multiple factors, including the use

of a transition-based function evolution model that results in a combinatorially increasing

number of parameters as the number of different functions increases. Further work on SIFTER

[7] developed an approximation to the likelihood calculation, and did not attempt parameter

estimation, instead relying on fixed parameters.

Our goal in this paper is to provide a method that retains computational tractability when

estimating the evolutionary parameters, and does not therefore require the use of fixed param-

eter estimates. Indeed, by adopting a Bayesian perspective we allow for uncertainty in parame-

ter estimates by integrating out over the posterior distribution for those parameter values. In

order to do so, we simplify the evolutionary model to treat gain and loss of each function inde-

pendently, minimizing the model parameters. We consider only two properties of each gene

family tree: topology and branch type, distinguishing only between branches following specia-

tion versus gene duplication events. Thus, by simplifying the model we regain computational

tractability on large trees without paying any great price in terms of prediction error (see

Results). This paves the way for future more refined versions of our model that add more real-

ism to the evolutionary model.

The content of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents mathematical notation and for-

mally introduces the model, including parameter estimation and calculation of posterior prob-

abilities. Section 3 presents a large-scale application in which we take a sample of annotations

from the GO database along with their corresponding phylogenies, fit our model, and analyze

the results. Finally, section 4 discusses method limitations and future research directions for

this project.

2 Methods

In general terms, we propose a probabilistic model that reflects the process by which gene

functions are propagated through an evolutionary tree. The fundamental idea is that for any

given node in the tree, we can write down the probability of observing a function to be present

for the gene as a function of model parameters and the functional state of its parent node,

essentially modeling probability of gaining and losing function.

The baseline model has 5 parameters: the probability that the most recent common ances-

tor of the entire tree, i.e. the root node, had the function of interest, the probability of func-

tional gain (the offspring node gains the function when the parent node did not have it), the

probability of functional loss (the offspring node loses the function when the parent node had

it), and two additional parameters capturing the probability that the gene was incorrectly

labeled, i.e. the probability of classifying an absent function as present and vice-versa. We also
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consider two simple extensions: specifying the functional gain and loss by type of evolutionary

event (speciation or duplication), and pooling information across trees.

As explained later, in this version of our model, if there are multiple gene functions of inter-

est, we analyze one function at a time (i.e., we treat those functions as independent). But later

we also show results for a joint analysis of multiple functions, assuming they share parameter

values. We then discuss further extensions to our model in the Discussion section.

We assume that our starting data consists of a set of gene annotations for a given tree. We

further assume that those annotations occur only at the leaves of the tree (as is typical) and

that those leaves were annotated via manual curation derived from experimental data (and are

therefore subject to the misclassification probabilities outlined above). Our goal is then to pre-

dict the functional state of un-annotated leaves (and, conceivably, to assess the likely quality of

the existing annotations). Our perspective is Bayesian. Therefore, we proceed by estimating

the posterior distributions of the parameters of the evolutionary model and then, conditional

on those estimated distributions, computing the posterior probability of function for each

node on the tree.

We now give full details, beginning with some notation.

2.1 Definitions—Annotated Phylogenetic Tree

A phylogenetic tree L � ðN ; EÞ is a tuple of nodes N , and edges

E � fðn;mÞ 2 N �N : n 7!mg defined by the binary operator 7! parent of. We define

OffðnÞ � fm 2 N : ðn;mÞ 2 E; n 2 N g as the set of offspring of node n, and

pðmÞ � fn 2 N : ðn;mÞ 2 E;m 2 N g as the parent node of node m. Given a tree Λ, the

set of leaf nodes is defined as L(Λ)� {m 2 N: Off(m) = {;}}.

Let X � fxngn2N be a vector of annotations in which the element xn denotes the state of the

function at node n, taking the value 1 if such function is present, and 0 otherwise. We define

an Annotated Phylogenetic Tree as the tuple D� (Λ, X).

Our goal is to infer the true state of X, while only observing an imperfect approximation of

it, Z ¼ fzlgl2N , derived from experimentally supported GO annotations [6]. Typically only a

small subset of the leaf nodes will have been annotated. We refer to the tuple ~D � ðL;ZÞ as an

Experimentally Annotated Phylogenetic Tree. Finally, let ~Dn �
~D be the induced experimen-

tally annotated subtree that includes all information—i.e., tree structure and observed

annotations – regarding the descendants of node n (including node n itself). This object con-

stitutes a key element of the likelihood calculation. Table 1 summarizes the mathematical

notation.

Table 1. Mathematical notation.

Symbol Description

L � ðN ; EÞ Phylogenetic Tree.

p(n) Parent of node n.

Off(n) Offspring of node n.

X � fxngn2N True annotations.

Z � fzngn2N Experimental annotations.

D� (Λ, X) Annotated Phylogenetic Tree.

~D � ðL;ZÞ Experimentally Annotated Phylogenetic Tree.

~Dn Induced Experimentally Annotated Subtree of node n.

~Dc
n Complement of ~Dn.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.t001
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2.2 Likelihood of an Annotated Phylogenetic Tree

2.2.1 Baseline model. Our evolutionary model for gene function is characterized by the

phylogeny and five model parameters: the probability that the root node has the function, π,

the probability of an offspring node either gaining or losing a function, μ01 and μ10, and the

probability that either an absent function is misclassified as present or that a present function

is misclassified as absent, ψ01 and ψ10 respectively, in the input data.

To simplify notation, we will write ψ = (ψ01, ψ10) and μ = (μ01, μ10) when referring to those

pairs. Table 2 summarizes the model parameters.

Following [9], we use a pruning algorithm to compute the likelihood of an annotated phylo-

genetic tree. In doing so, we visit each node in the tree following a post-order traversal search,

i.e., we start at the leaf nodes and follow their ancestors up the tree until we reach the root

node.

Given the true state of leaf node l, the mislabeling probabilities are defined as follows:

Pðzl ¼ 1jxl ¼ 0Þ ¼ c01; Pðzl ¼ 0jxl ¼ 1 Þ ¼ c10

We can now calculate the probability of leaf l having state zl, given that its true state is xl as:

Pðzljxl;cÞ ¼

(
c01zl þ ð1 � c01Þð1 � zlÞ; if xl ¼ 0

c10ð1 � zlÞ þ ð1 � c10Þzl; if xl ¼ 1
ð1Þ

Similarly, the functional gain and functional loss probabilities are defined as follows:

Pðxm ¼ 1jxpðmÞ ¼ 0Þ ¼ m01; Pðxm ¼ 0jxpðmÞ ¼ 1Þ ¼ m10

Note that in this version of our model we assume that these probabilities are independent of

the time that has passed along the branch connecting the two nodes. We return to this point in

the Discussion. Now, for any internal node n 2 N , we can calculate the probability of it having

state xn, given the state of its parent p(n) and the vector of parameters μ, as:

PðxmjxpðmÞ; mÞ ¼

(
m01xm þ ð1 � m01Þð1 � xmÞ if xpðmÞ ¼ 0

m10ð1 � xmÞ þ ð1 � m10Þxm if xpðmÞ ¼ 1
ð2Þ

Together with (1), and following [9], this allows us to calculate the probability of the interior

node n having state xn conditional on ~Dn, its induced subtree, as the product of the conditional

probabilities of the induced subtrees of its offspring:

Pð~Dnjxn;c; mÞ ¼
Y

m2OffðnÞ

Pð~DmjxnÞ; ð3Þ

Table 2. Model parameters.

Parameter Description

π Probability that the root node has the function

μ01 Probability of gaining a function

μ10 Probability of losing a function

ψ01 Probability of experimental mislabeling of a 0

ψ10 Probability of experimental mislabeling of a 1

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.t002
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where

Pð~DmjxnÞ ¼

(P
xm2f0;1g

Pð~Dmjxm;c; mÞPðxmjxn; mÞ if m is interior;
P

xm2f0;1g
Pðxmjzm;cÞPðxmjxn; mÞ if m is leaf :

This is a recursive function that depends upon knowing the offspring state probabilities for

internal nodes, which, since we are using a pruning algorithm, will already have been calcu-

lated as part of the process. Finally, the probability of the experimentally annotated phyloge-

netic tree can be computed using the root node conditional state probabilities:

Pð~Djc; m;pÞ ¼
X

x02f0;1g

Pðx0jpÞPð~Djx0;c; mÞ ð4Þ

where Pðx0jpÞ ¼ px0 þ ð1 � pÞð1 � x0Þ.

In the next section we discuss the computational complexity of this method, and introduce

additional refinements that allow us take into account prior biological knowledge that might

constrain the parameter space and alleviate the typical sparseness of the curated data—we

return to these issues in the Discussion.

2.2.2 Computational complexity. As the core of the probability function is an application

of Felsenstein’s pruning algorithm and, under our model, functions evolve independently, the

complexity of this algorithm is linear in the number of leaves and functions, O(# of leaves × #
of functions). Furthermore, given that un-annotated leaves do not contribute to the overall

probability of annotations, we go a step further and calculate this probability using a reduced

pruning sequence, namely, that of the induced subtree in which only nodes that can be traced

to a descendant with an annotation are kept. Considering the fact that experimental annota-

tions are typically very sparse, using the reduced pruning sequence greatly accelerates the sta-

tistical inference.

From the practitioner’s point of view, users can perform large scale analyses, including both

parameter estimation and subsequent function prediction, using a single computational thread

and less than one gigabyte of RAM, i.e., no more than a “regular” computer. As we will illus-

trate in the Results section, we were able to perform parameter estimation using Markov

Chain Monte Carlo on a dataset including�1,300 annotated proteins within 5 minutes, and

the subsequent calculation of posterior probabilities for all leaves, annotated or not, about

83,000 of them in total, in roughly one second, using only one computational thread.

2.2.3 Pooled data models. As mentioned earlier, the sparsity of experimental annotations

typically observed in this context makes inference challenging. However, in order to improve

inference we might attempt to “borrow strength” across a set of functions, by combining them

in a single analysis. As a “proof of principle” of this idea, we will also show results in which we

assume that sets of annotated phylogenetic trees share population parameters. This way, we

can estimate a joint model by pooling those annotated phylogenetic trees, providing stronger

inference about the evolutionary parameters and therefore, we hope, more accurate inference

of gene annotations. We note that we have strived to make sure our software implementation

extremely computationally efficient, allowing us to estimate a joint model with hundreds of

annotated trees in reasonable time on a single machine.

Our results show that using a pooled-data model for parameter estimation greatly increases

the model’s predictive power. In the Discussion we will outline possible future, less simplified,

approaches to this problem.

2.2.4 Type of evolutionary event. The non-leaf nodes in the phylogenetic trees that we

are considering here come in two types, reflecting duplication and speciation events. It has
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been widely-observed that change of gene function most commonly occurs after duplication

event (broadly speaking, the extra copy of a gene is free to change function because the original

copy is still present.) Speciation events, on the other hand, are mostly driven by external causes

that do not necessarily relate to functional changes in one specific gene, meaning that, while

we may observe some differences between siblings, their function generally remains the same.

Our model reflects this biological insight by allowing the functional gain and loss probabili-

ties to differ by type of event. In particular, instead of having a single parameter pair (μ01, μ10),

we now have two pairs of functional gain and loss parameters, (μ01d, μ10d) and (μ01s, μ10s), the

gain and loss probabilities for duplication and speciation events, respectively.

2.3 Estimation and prediction

We adopt a Bayesian framework, introducing priors for the model parameters. In particular,

as described in section 3, we use Beta priors for all model parameters. Estimation is then per-

formed using Markov chain Monte Carlo [MCMC] using an Adaptive Metropolis transition

kernel [10, 11] with reflecting boundaries at [0, 1] (see, for example, [12]) as implemented in

the fmcmc R package [13]. We do this using the package aphylo, using the R programming

language [14], which we have developed to implement this model (https://github.com/

USCbiostats/aphylo). The R package, which fully integrates with the ape R package [15], also

allows estimating model parameters using Maximum Likelihood Estimation [MLE] and Maxi-

mum A Posteriori estimates [MAP].

Regarding model predictions, once we fit the model parameters we use the calculated prob-

abilities during the computation of the likelihood function (pruning process) and feed them

into the posterior probability prediction algorithm, which is exhaustively described in Section

5.1 (see also [16]). It is important to notice that, for model assessment, predictions are made

using a leave-one-out approach, meaning that to compute the probability that a given gene

has a given function, we remove the annotation for that gene from the data before calculating

the overall likelihood of the tree. Otherwise we would be including that gene’s own observed

annotation when predicting itself. The latter point is relevant for evaluating prediction error.

Prediction of unannotated genes, on the other hand, is performed using all the available

information.

In general, whenever using MCMC to estimate the model parameters, we used 4 parallel

chains and verified convergence using the Gelman-Rubin [11] statistic. In all cases, we sam-

pled every tenth iteration after applying a burn-in of half of the sample. As a rule of thumb, the

processes were considered to have reached a stationary state once the potential scale reduction

factor statistic was below 1.1. When we report point estimates for parameters we use the mean

value across sampled iterations for all chains after burn-in.

To measure prediction quality, we use the Mean Absolute Error [MAE], which we calculate

as follows:

MAE ¼ jZj� 1
X

n

jzn � x̂nj ð5Þ

Where |Z| is the number of observed annotations, zn is the observed annotation (0/1), and x̂n
is the predicted probability that the n-th observation has the function of interest. Since zn is

binary, perfect predictions result in a score of 0, completely wrong predictions result in a score

of 1, and a random coin toss results in a score of 0.5. While other statistics, such as accuracy

and Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve [AUC] (see [17] for a general

overview), are most commonly used for binary prediction models, we prefer to use MAE since

it is: (a) robust to unbalanced data, (b) probabilistic and thus does not depend on choice of
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threshold for prediction, and (c) robust to probabilistic noise, see [18, 19] for a more general

discussion.

We now turn our attention to an application using experimental annotations from the

Gene Ontology Project.

3 Results

To evaluate performance of our model, we used data from the Gene Ontology project [6],

release 2016-11-01 together with PANTHER version 15.0 [20], which includes about 15,000

reconciled trees reconstructed with the GIGA algorithm [21], modified to include horizontal

transfer inference as described in [22]. In particular, in order to assess the potential utility of

combining information across similar genes, we used our model in two different ways: a

pooled-data model, in which we treated all trees as if they had the same evolutionary parameter

values, and a one-tree-at-a-time model, in which we estimated parameters, and then imputed

functional status, for each tree separately.

Since in our model functions are assumed to evolve independently, trees having multiple

GO terms were treated as multiple trees having a single function each. To validate our predic-

tions, we opted for analyzing the data using leave-one-out cross-validation. As a result, we

only kept those trees in which there were at least two genes with a positive annotation, “pres-

ent”, and two others with a negative annotation, “absent.” This yielded a total of 1,491 experi-

mental annotations on 1,325 genes, grouped in 114 PANTHER trees; which once they were

expanded to have one function per tree, resulted in 138 trees.

A key feature of the resulting dataset is that most leaves still have no annotation, as experi-

mental evidence is still very sparse. Furthermore, in order to test the robustness of our results,

we compared 4 analyses: MCMC with a uniform prior for parameter values, MCMC with a

Beta prior (for both of which we report the mean,) Maximum Likelihood Estimation [MLE],

and Maximum A Posteriori estimates [MAP]. The shape parameters used for MCMC and

MAP with Beta priors, which are detailed in Table 3, were chosen to reflect the biological intui-

tion that change of state probabilities should be higher at duplication events.

Finally, prediction quality was measured using leave-one-out cross-validated Mean Abso-

lute Error [MAE] and Area Under the Curve Receiver Operating Characteristic [AUC].

3.1 Pooled-data model

First we show results for the pooled-data model, in which we combine the analysis of multiple

trees, assuming parameter values do not vary between trees. The resulting parameter estimates

are presented in Table 4, and are seen to reflect biological intuition: we see high probabilities

of change of function at duplication events, which occurs regardless of whether we use an

informative prior or not. While both probabilities are high, gain of function is roughly twice as

likely as loss of function at such nodes. We note that we estimate relatively high values of ψ01

and low values for ψ10. We believe this is largely due to the sparsity of negative annotations, i.e.

Table 3. Parameters for the beta priors used in MCMC and MAP estimation. Shape parameters (α, β) were set with

the prior that functional gain and loss, (μ01d, μ10d), are more likely at duplication events.

Parameter α β Mean

α/(α + β)

ψ01, ψ10 2 9 0.18

μ01d, μ10d 9 2 0.81

μ01s, μ10s 2 9 0.18

π 2 9 0.18

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.t003
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“absent”, experimental annotations, which means that high values for ψ10 are implausible and

implies that any mislabelings must perforce be that of assigning function falsely. Thus we

think the relatively high estimates of ψ01 are an artefact that will likely disappear in the pres-

ence of less sparse annotation data. Along with the consistency of the parameter estimates,

MAEs and ACUs are shown to be very similar as well. Fig 1 shows the corresponding Receiver

Operating Characteristic plot for all four methods.

We note that parameter estimates are consistent across estimation methods. Here we used

both non-informative (uniform) and relatively informative priors. We see that choice of prior

had no significant effect on the final set of estimates, meaning that these are driven by data and

not by the specified priors. The only exception is for the root node, π, which is hard to estimate

since the root node exists far back in evolutionary time [23]. We also conducted a simulation

study across a broader range of parameter values, using simulated datasets, in which we saw

similar behavior. These results are shown in Section 5.2. However, we note that when analyz-

ing one tree at a time, this robustness is lost [results not shown] because the sparsity of data

typical in any single given tree does not permit strong inference regarding evolutionary param-

eters. Therefore, the prior becomes more influential.

We note that each instance of the estimation process (reaching stationary distribution in

MCMC or finding the maxima in MLE and MAP) took between 1 to 3 minutes using a single

thread. Furthermore, calculating the posterior probabilities for all leaves involved, which

added up to about 83,000, took roughly one second. To put this number into context, we use

the time calculator provided by SIFTER [5, 7], which is available at http://sifter.berkeley.edu/

complexity/, as a benchmark. Since, as of today, SIFTER is designed to be used with one tree at

a time, we compared our run time with the estimated run time for SIFTER for a tree with 590

leaves (the average size in our data). In such case, they estimate their algorithm would take

about 1 minute to complete, with an upper bound of�9 minutes, which translates into about

139 minutes to run on our entire dataset (upper bound of�21 hours.) However, in SIFTER’s

defense, we note that their model allows for a greater level of generality than does our current

Table 4. Parameter estimates for model with experimentally annotated trees. Overall, the parameter estimates show

a high level of correlation across methods. Regardless of the method, with the exception of the root node probabilities,

most parameter estimates remain the same. As expected, mutation rates at duplication nodes, indexed with a d, are

higher than those observed in speciation nodes, indexed with an s.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Mislabeling

ψ01 0.23 0.30 0.22 0.29

ψ10 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01

Duplication events

μd01 0.97 0.95 1.00 0.97

μd10 0.53 0.63 0.52 0.61

Speciation events

μs01 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06

μs10 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02

Root node

π 0.78 0.43 0.81 0.47

Method MCMC MCMC MLE MAP

Prior Uniform Beta - Beta

AUC 0.76 0.74 0.76 0.75

MAE 0.35 0.37 0.34 0.36

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.t004
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implementation of our own method. Specifically, they allow for correlated changes across mul-

tiple gene functions. In Section 3.5 we provide a detailed analysis comparing our predictions

with those of SIFTER.

3.2 One-tree-at-a-time

The joint analysis of trees we describe in the previous section makes the enormous assumption

that parameter values do not vary across trees. This assumption is made for pragmatic reasons:

while it is not likely to be correct (and more general approaches will be described in the Dis-

cussion), it is a simple analysis to implement and it allows us to quickly assess a baseline for the

improvement in overall prediction quality that might result from performing inference jointly

across trees. So, in this section we report results of a one-at-a-time analysis of gene function

and assess whether the pooled model outperforms a one-at-a-time approach with regards to

prediction quality measured as MAE, even using our extremely restrictive assumptions.

Fig 1. ROC curve for each estimation method. As reflected in the parameter estimates, ROC curves are very similar across all

four methods.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g001
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For each phylogeny, we fitted two different models using MCMC, one with an uninforma-

tive uniform prior and another with the same beta priors used for the pooled-data models, this

is, beta priors with expected values close to zero or one, depending on the parameter. Again, as

before, model predictions were undertaken in a leave-one-out approach and corresponding

MAEs were calculated for each set of predictions. Table 5 shows the differences in Mean Abso-

lute Error [MAE] between the various approaches.

From Table 5 we can see three main points: First, in the case of the one-at-a-time predic-

tions, informative priors have a significantly positive impact on prediction error. Compared to

the predictions using beta priors, predictions based on uniform priors have a significantly

higher MAE with a 95% confidence interval [c.i.] ranging [0.06, 0.09]. Second, predictions

based on the pooled-data estimates outperform predictions based on one-at-a-time parameter

estimates, regardless of the prior used. And third, in the case of predictions based on pooled-

data estimates, model predictions based on the parameter estimates using a uniform prior

have significantly smaller MAE than predictions based on parameter estimates using a beta

prior with a 95% c.i. equal to [-0.02, -0.01].

Given the sparsity of experimental annotation on most trees, a natural question to ask is:

How important is it to have good quality parameter estimates in order to achieve good-quality

predictions of gene function? In the next section we perform a sensitivity analysis to address

this question.

3.3 Sensitivity analysis

Taking advantage of the computational efficiency that our method provides, we now present

an exercise to illustrate a possible application of our method that may not be feasible to con-

duct for other models: a sensitivity analysis.

We analyze how the distribution of the Mean Absolute Error [MAE] corresponding to the

138 trees+functions just analyzed, which involved about 1,300 proteins, changes when poste-

rior probabilities are calculated using a “wrong” evolutionary parameter values. In particular,

each block of boxplots in Fig 2 shows a ceteris paribus type of analysis, this is, MAE as a func-

tion of changing one parameter at a time while fixing the others.

In the case of the mislabeling probabilities, sub-figures A1 and A2, it is not until they reach

values close to 1 that the prediction error significantly increases. While higher values of ψ10

have a consistent negative impact on MAE, the same is not evident for ψ01. The latter could be

a consequence of the low prevalence of 0 (“absence of function”) annotations in the data, as

illustrated in Fig 3.

Table 5. Differences in Mean Absolute Error [MAE]. Each cell shows the 95% confidence interval for the difference

in MAE resulting from MCMC estimates using different priors (row method minus column method). Cells are color

coded blue when the method on that row has a significantly smaller MAE than the method on that column; Conversely,

cells are colored red when the method in that column outperforms the method in that row. Overall, predictions calcu-

lated using the parameter estimates from pooled-data predictions outperform one-at-a-time.

Pooled-data One-at-a-time

Beta prior Unif. prior Beta Prior

Pooled-data
Unif. prior [-0.02,-0.01] [-0.13,-0.10] [-0.05,-0.02]

Beta prior - [-0.11,-0.08] [-0.03,-0.01]

One-at-a-time
Unif. prior - - [0.06, 0.09]

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.t005
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Fig 2. Sensitivity analysis. Boxplots of MAEs as a function of single parameter updates. Sub-figures A1 through D show how the

MAEs change as a function of fixing the given parameter value ranging from 0 to 1. In each of these plots, the white box indicates the

parameter value used to generate the data (i.e., the “correct” parameter value). The last boxplot, sub-figure E, shows the distribution

of the MAEs as a function of the amount of available annotation data, that is, how prediction error changes as we randomly remove

annotations from the available data.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g002
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Functional gain and loss probabilities, sub-figures B1-B2 and C1-C2, respectively, have a

larger effect on MAEs when misspecified, especially at speciation events, (μs01, μs10). This is

largely because speciation events are much more common than duplication events across

trees. Fig 4 shows a detailed picture of the number of internal nodes by type of event. Of the

seven parameters in the model, the root node probability π has a negligible impact on MAE.

We also show the impact of removing annotations (from trees already sparsely annotated)

on MAEs in sub-figure E. While a significant drop may not be obvious from the last box in Fig

2, a paired t-test, Table 6, found a significant increase in MAE as more data was removed from

the model. We note that we assume missingness “at random” in this analysis, rather than

attempting to reflect some sort of non-random missingness that may sometimes be present in

some data. Our reason for this is that, currently, annotation data is typically very sparse. This

means that even if we tried to remove annotations in some clustered way, we will very rarely

have two annotated leaves sufficiently close together to be affected by this choice. Thus, we

expect results would be essentially identical in the vast majority of cases.

Extending this analysis, Fig 5 shows MAE as a function of number of annotations per tree.

As expected, prediction is more accurate in trees with more annotations. It also appears that

predictions on trees with proportionally fewer negative annotations out-performed those in

trees with proportionally more negative annotations. A possible explanation for this is that the

parameters used to compute the posterior probabilities were inferred using a dataset where the

median tree had only two negative annotations.

Although useful as an example of the flexibility of our model, we note that the degree to

which these conclusion generalize across other data and contexts remains to be seen. Our

intent here is simply to showcase the flexibility of our model.

Fig 3. Number of annotated leaves for all 138 trees by type of annotation. Most of the annotations available in GO are positive

assertions of function, that is, 1s. Furthermore, as observed in the figure, all of the trees used in this study have two “Not” (i.e., 0)

annotations, which is a direct consequence of the selection criteria used, as we explicitly set a minimum of two annotations of

each type per tree+function.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g003
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3.4 Featured examples

An important determinant of the quality of the predictions is how the annotations are co-

located. For the model to be able to accurately predict a 1, it is necessary either that it follows

immediately after a duplication event in a neighborhood of zeros (so that function can gained

with reasonable probability), or that a group of relatives within a clade have the function (i.e.,

its siblings have the function). Inspired by a similar analysis of Revell [24], in which graphical

methods are employed to analyze evolutionary traits, Figs 6 and 7 show examples of low and

high MAE predictions respectively, illustrating how co-location impacts prediction error.

In the previous analyses, we reported predictions based on point estimates. It is more infor-

mative to leverage the fact that we have posterior distributions for parameter values. Hence, in

this section, in which we are looking in detail at specific trees, we exploit the full posterior dis-

tribution, and generate credible intervals by repeatedly sampling parameter values from their

Fig 4. Number of internal nodes by type of event. Each bar represents one of the 138 trees used in the paper by type of event

(mostly speciation). The embedded histogram shows the distribution of the prevalance of duplication events per tree. The

minority of the events, about 20%, are duplications.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g004

Table 6. Effects of missing data on MAE on 138 trees. The null hypothesis for the paired t-test is MAE(with X%

annotations randomly dropped)—MAE(baseline) = 0. As more annotations are randomly removed from the tree,

mean absolute error increases significantly.

Paired t-test

95% C.I. difference t-stat p-value Prop. dropped

[0.00, 0.01] 4.47 < 0.01 0.23

[0.01, 0.02] 5.45 < 0.01 0.45

[0.02, 0.04] 7.18 < 0.01 0.68

[0.03, 0.06] 7.49 < 0.01 0.90

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.t006
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posterior distribution and then imputing function using each set of sampled parameter values.

As before, we used a leave-one-out approach to make predictions, meaning that to predict any

given leaf, we removed any annotation for that leaf and recalculated the probabilities described

in Section 5.1.

In the low MAE example, Fig 6, which predicts the go term GO:0001730 on PANTHER

family PTHR11258, we highlight three features of the figure. First, in box (a), the confidence

intervals for the posterior probabilities in sections of the tree that have no annotations tend to

be wider, which is a consequence of the degree to which posterior probabilities depend upon

having nearby annotated nodes. Second, duplication events serve as turning points for func-

tion, as they can either trigger a functional loss, as highlighted in box (b), or a functional gain.

The available data within the clade sets the overall trend for whether a function is present or

not. The clade in box (b) is particularly interesting since there is only one duplication event

and all of the annotated leaves have the function, which triggers a potential loss for the descen-

dants of the duplication event. Finally, in regions in which labels are heterogeneous, it is harder

to make a decisive prediction, as should be the case. This is why, in the leave-one-out predic-

tions, the highlighted predictions in box (c) show wider confidence intervals and posterior

probabilities closer to 0.5 than to the true state.

Fig 5. Mean Absolute Error versus number of annotations on 138 trees. Each point represents a single tree+function colored by

the number of negative annotations (“absent”). The x-axis is in log-scale, and the figure includes a locally estimated scatterplot

smoothing [LOESS] curve with a 95% confidence interval.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g005
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Fig 7 illustrates one way in which high MAE can result. In particular, as highlighted by

box (a), while the number of annotations is relatively large, (more than 10 over the entire tree,

see Fig 3), the ‘absent’ (zero) annotations are distributed sparsely across the tree, having no

immediate neighbor with an annotation of the same type. In fact, in every case, their closest

annotated neighbors have the function. As a result, all zero-type annotations are wrongly

labelled, with the model assigning a high probability of having the function. Similar to what is

seen in the low prediction error case, duplication events within a clade with genes of mostly

one type have a large impact on the posterior probabilities, as indicated by box (b).

In an effort to understand why the predictions were so poor in this case, we reviewed the fam-

ily in detail. Because all GO annotations include references to the scientific publications upon

which they are based, we were able to review the literature for genes in this family, the ER degra-

dation enhancing mannosidase (EDEM) family. It turns out that the inconsistency of the

Fig 6. Low MAE predictions. The first set of annotations, first column, shows the experimental annotations of the term

GO:0001730 for PTHR11258. The second column shows the 95% C.I. of the predicted annotations. The column ranges from 0

(left end) to 1 (right-end). Bars closer to the left are colored red to indicate that lack of function is suggested, while bars closer

to the right are colored blue to indicate function is suggested. Depth of color corresponds to strength of inference. The AUC

for this analysis is 0.91 and the Mean Absolute Error is 0.34.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g006
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annotations in the tree reflect a bona fide scientific controversy [25], with some publications

reporting evidence that these proteins function as enzymes that cleave mannose linkages in gly-

coproteins, while others report that they bind but do not cleave these linkages. This explains the

divergent experimental annotations among members of this family, with some genes being

annotated as having mannosidase activity (e.g. MNL1 in budding yeast), others as lacking this

activity (e.g. mnl1 in fission yeast), and some with conflicting annotations (e.g. human EDEM1).

The inability of our model to correctly predict the experimental annotations actually has a practi-

cal utility in this case, by identifying an area of inconsistency in the GO knowledgebase.

3.5 Comparison with SIFTER

Using our 1,1491 annotations over 1,325 genes, we ran SIFTER twice with leave-one-out

cross-validation (LOO-CV) and truncation levels one and three, respectively, to build a

Fig 7. High MAE predictions. The first set of annotations, first column, shows the experimental annotations of the term

GO:0004571 for PTHR45679. The second column shows the 95% C.I. of the predicted annotations using leave-one-out.

Bars closer to the left are colored red to indicate that lack of function is suggested, while bars closer to the right are

colored blue to indicate function is suggested. Depth of color corresponds to strength of inference. The AUC for this

analysis is 0.33 and the Mean Absolute Error is 0.52.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g007
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relevant benchmark for our model. We summarize the entire process we conducted in the fol-

lowing points:

1. We downloaded SIFTER version 2.1.1 from GitHub and installed it on a large server. We

downloaded the GO tree and Pfam trees from SIFTER’s website, which is dated 2015.

2. Using the EBI/EMBL API, we mapped our genes (proteins) to the corresponding Pfam

trees available with SIFTER. In many cases, we obtained multiple hits per protein, which we

kept. This means that for those proteins, we obtained more than one prediction.

3. Using an R wrapper written by ourselves, we ran SIFTER using our annotations together

with SIFTER’s reconciled Pfam trees using the options truncation level 1/3, so two runs,

and cross-validation folds equal to zero, i.e., LOO-CV. In the case of the reminder parame-

ters, we used SIFTER 2.1.1’s default values.

4. Finally, looking at the intersection of the proteins annotated by both SIFTER and aphylo,

we calculated MAE and AUC measurements for each method correspondingly.

In the cases in which we had more than one prediction per protein, we took the average. All

code used to generate the benchmark, together with detailed instructions on how to setup

SIFTER for such an analysis, and the data used to run SIFTER, is available on GitHub https://

github.com/USCbiostats/sifter-aphylo. Even though we had more than 1,300 proteins with

which to make the assessment, the final number of proteins that we were able to include in the

analysis amounted to 147 proteins. Thus, the total number of annotations used in this part of

the paper totaled 184, 18 of which were negative. Further details regarding the hardware used

and SIFTER’s installation can be found in Section 5.4.

For SIFTER, performing the entire LOO-CV process across 147 proteins using truncation

level one, which is the fastest to run, took about 110 minutes, whereas, in the case of aphylo,

the same took about one second. When using SIFTER with truncation level 3, a more detailed

but slower mode, total analysis time was 200 minutes. All analyses used a single processing

thread. Furthermore, calculating the posterior probabilities for all the leaves included in this

analysis, which involves computing about 18,000 individual probabilities, took about 0.17 sec-

onds total using aphylo.

With respect to prediction quality, as in previous sections we compare ground truth versus

prediction at the annotation level. In particular, instead of looking at each set of annotations

per protein and conducting a ROC-like analysis, as Engelhardt and others (2011) do, we lever-

age the fact that here we do have negative annotations, which allows us to perform a traditional

ROC analysis. Fig 8 shows the ROC curves for both aphylo and SIFTER with truncation levels

one (T = 1) and three (T = 3).

As shown in the figure, aphylo outperformed both SIFTER runs in terms of AUC, 0.72 ver-

sus 0.60 and 0.52. In the case of MAE, aphylo did a better job than SIFTER (T = 1) but it per-

formed worse than SIFTER (T = 3). Overall, while SIFTER (T = 3) provides a greater deal of

flexibility by allowing proteins to have at most three functions, since the data only has 18/184

negative annotations, 6 annotations that were classified as “absent” in SIFTER (T = 1) flipped

to a positive probability of having the function, which is reflected in the poor AUC statistic;

Section 5.4 discusses this issue further.

3.6 Discoveries

We now explore to what extent predictions from our model can be used to suggest function.

Using the estimates from the pooled-data model with uniform priors, we calculated posterior

probabilities for all the genes involved in the 138 GO trees+functions analyzed. Moreover, we
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calculated 95% credible intervals for each prediction using the posterior distribution of the

parameters and from there obtained a set of potential new annotations.

While all posterior distributions are predictions, in order to focus on leaves for which state

was predicted with a greater degree of certainty, we now consider the subset of predicted anno-

tations whose 95% credible interval was either entirely below 0.1 or entirely above above 0.9,

i.e., low or high chance of having the function respectively, which resulted in a list of 220 pro-

posed annotations. The full list of predictions, including the programs used to generate it, is

available in this website: https://github.com/USCbiostats/aphylo-simulations.

Using the QuickGO API, we made a search to see whether any of these proposed annota-

tions were already present in the GO database. We compared our predictions to the annota-

tions present in the 2020-10-09 release of the GO annotations (Fig 9). Of the 220 predictions,

46, eight of which we proposed to add with negative assertions, had no GO annotation to the

proposed GO term, i.e., completely novel annotations. Two gene products had experimental

annotations to the same terms we predicted (Hsd17b1 with estradiol 17-beta-dehydrogenase

Fig 8. ROC curve for aphylo and SIFTER predictions. This figure includes 184 annotations on 147 proteins. Of the 184 annotations, 18 were

negative. The corresponding AUC for these curves are 0.72 for aphylo, and 0.60 and 0.52 for SIFTER using truncation level 1 and truncation level 3

respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g008
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activity (GO:0004303), and Abcb6 with mitochondrion (GO:0005739)); these annotations

were made after the 2016-11-01 release we used for prediction. The remaining 172 predicted

annotations matched only non-experimental annotations in the GO database, i.e. predictions

from other methods. Five of these had both present and absent predictions by different meth-

ods, and the remaining 167 had no inconsistencies in annotation.

To gain further insight into our predictions, we manually analyzed all high-confidence pre-

dictions for genes in the mouse, shown in Table 7, a well-studied organism [26]. Of these 10

predictions, one matched a recently added experimental annotation in the GO database, estra-

diol dehydrogenase activity for Hsd17b1 [27]. We searched the literature, and found experi-

mental evidence for two additional predictions: involvement of Bok in promoting apoptosis

[28], and adenylate kinase activity for Ak2 [29]. Interestingly, all matching annotations in the

Fig 9. Comparison of our 220 proposed annotations to annotations currently in the GO database. Of the 220, 46

were not found in the GO database, 8 of which we proposed as negative assertions. Of the remaining 174 which we

found in the GO database, five were inconsistent (having both a present and absent annotation), two had an

experimental evidence code, and the remainder, 167, corresponded to annotations without experimental evidence.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g009

Table 7. List of proposed annotations for mouse proteins. The 95% CI corresponds to the posterior probability of the model. We suggest that values with the CI close to

zero indicate absence of function and should be annotated with the qualifier “NOT”. The Ref. column lists literature in which we found evidence of the corresponding

annotation can be found, and the last column lists evidence codes found for annotations to the same term in the GO database (note that all corresponding GO database

annotations are presence of function). Notes: (1) Exp. evidence found in literature. (2) Was not present in our training dataset, but we correctly predicted an experimentally

supported annotation.

Gene Symbol 95% C.I. Proposed Qualifier Annotation Ref. Exp. Evidence

(1) Bok [0.93 0.98] positive regulation of apoptotic process (GO:0043065) [28] ISO,IEA

Serpini1 [0.93 0.99] serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity (GO:0004867) IBA,ISO,IEA

Aoc3 [0.93 0.99] primary amine oxidase activity (GO:0008131) ISO,IEA,ISS

(1,2) Hsd17b1 [0.92 0.98] estradiol 17-beta-dehydrogenase activity (GO:0004303) [27] IDA,ISO,IEA

Pnliprp1 [0.02 0.08] NOT extracellular space (GO:0005615) ISO

Serpinf2 [0.92 0.98] serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity (GO:0004867) IBA,ISO,IEA

Ephb1 [0.90 0.97] protein tyrosine kinase activity (GO:0004713) ISO,IEA

Abcb6 [0.02 0.10] NOT mitochondrion (GO:0005739) HDA,ISO,IEA

(1) Ak2 [0.90 0.97] adenylate kinase activity (GO:0004017) [29] IBA,ISO,IEA

Ak3 [0.02 0.10] NOT adenylate kinase activity (GO:0004017) IBA,ISO,IEA

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.t007
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GO database were assertions of presence of function, while three of our predictions were

absence of the same function, so these are cases where our predictions are exactly counter to

predictions from other methods. We confirmed that all three of our absence of function pre-

dictions are due to inference from an experimental absence annotation for the human ortholog

of the corresponding mouse protein, so these predictions are not unreasonable given the input

data.

4 Discussion

In this paper, we presented a model for the evolution of gene function that allows rapid infer-

ence of that function, along with the associated evolutionary parameters. Such a scheme allows

for the hope of automated updating of gene function annotations as more experimental infor-

mation is gathered. We note that our approach results in probabilistic inference of function,

thereby capturing uncertainty in a concise and natural way. In simulation studies, using phy-

logenies from PANTHER, we demonstrate that our approach performs well. Furthermore, our

computational implementation of this approach allows for rapid inference across thousands of

trees in a short time period.

Regarding the question of when one should use aphylo versus SIFTER, or other methods,

we note that if both negative and positive assertions are available, aphylo should perhaps be

the method of choice since it explicitly uses both types of annotations which, as suggested in

our analyses, should provide more accurate predictions than SIFTER. However, when only

positive annotations are available, parameter estimation becomes problematic as estimates will

tend to reflect a tree with positive assertions only. Unless one is willing to place strong priors

on parameter values, parameter estimation under this scenario is not recommended. That

said, for making predictions using parameters previously obtained from another training set

(e.g. those in this paper), using aphylo is possible even when only positive annotations are

available. Using pre-set parameters, the efficiency of aphylo would allow it to be incorporated

into existing data-analysis pipelines to obtain a “second opinion” alongside other prediction

methods, at a relatively little computational cost.

While the idea of using phylogenetic trees to inform species traits has been extensively

developed in the phylogenetic regression literature [30, 31, 32, 33], one of several differences

between these two approaches lies in how we use the trees. Closely related to spatial statistics,

phylogenetic regression analyzes taxa-specific traits while controlling for “spatial correlation,”

informed by some distance metric based on the phylogeny. Instead, the approach presented

here, models the evolutionary process itself. Furthermore, we believe that basing inference

upon an evolutionary model allows us to capture biological properties of gene evolution, and

that doing so results in more accurate inference. However, being based on a model also means

being “wrong” [34]. We now discuss the ways in which we are wrong, and how we believe that

despite this “wrongness” our approach is still useful.

Sensitivity to misspecified trees. Algorithms such as ours, and that of SIFTER, are built to

exploit the information provided by the phylogenetic tree. Loosely speaking, leaves that are

most closely related are most likely to have the same function. While it clearly makes sense to

exploit this information, it does imply that errors in tree topology may lead to errors in infer-

ence of function. In principle, one could extend an algorithm such as ours to explicitly mix

over the space of possible trees, but this would have several consequences:

1. We would require an evolutionary model for the topology of the tree itself, rather than just

that for evolution of function. This would be a prerequisite for calculating tree-likelihoods,

for example.
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2. Computation time would increase by several orders of magnitude.

Given these concerns, and our desire to have an approach that retains computational tracta-

bility even for large phylogenetic trees (for which the space of possible tree topologies would

be enormous), we have not explored this issue in this paper, but approaches in which one

mixes over tree space as well have been tried in the coalescent literature for the evolution of

individuals within a species, for example in the LAMARC 2.0 package [35].

Branch length. We have treated the probability of a change of function from node-to-

node as unrelated to the length of the branch that connects those nodes. This choice follows

the prevailing model of gene functional change occurring relatively rapidly after gene

duplication, rather than gradually over time. Extension to models in which this is not true is

conceptually straightforward, involving a move from discrete to continuous underlying

Markov Chains. Parameters μ01 and μ10 are then treated as rates rather than probabilities:

Pðxm ¼ 1jxpðmÞ ¼ 0; tÞ; Pðxm ¼ 0jxpðmÞ ¼ 1; tÞ, where τ is the length of the branch connect-

ing that pair of nodes.

Multiple gene functions or families. When analyzing multiple gene functions, we have either

treated them as if they all had the same parameter values, or were all completely independent.

These cases represent two ends of a spectrum, and neither end is likely to be the truth. Even

absent any specific knowledge regarding how genes might be related to each other, the sparse-

ness of experimental annotation, and the low frequency of “no function” annotations, makes it

desirable to take advantage of multiple annotations across functions in order to obtain better

parameter inference (see Table 8). If there are p gene functions in a particular gene family of

interest, a fully saturated model would require 7 × 2p parameters (4 sets of mutation rates,

2 sets of misclassification probabilities, and 1 set of root node probabilities). This, clearly, rap-

idly becomes very challenging, even for “not very large at all” p. Thus, more sophisticated

approaches will be needed.

For now, we believe that the pooled analysis here demonstrates that there is likely to be

some utility in developing approaches that can effectively impute annotations for multiple

genes or gene functions jointly, particularly when, as is generally the case at present, annota-

tion data is sparse. In future work we intend to explore hierarchical approaches to this prob-

lem. For example, it seems reasonable to assume that even if different gene families have

different parameter values, the basic evolutionary biology would be similar across all gene fam-

ilies and this could be reflected by modeling the various parameters as random effects in a hier-

archical framework. Thus, one would fit the entire ensemble of genes, or gene functions,

simultaneously, estimating parameters for their overall means and variances across families.

Table 8. Distribution of trees per number of functions (annotations) in PANTHER. At least 50% of the trees used

in this paper have 10 or more annotations per tree.

N Ann. per Tree N Cum. count Cum. prop.

1 1173 1173 0.11

2 753 1926 0.17

3 675 2601 0.23

4 573 3174 0.29

5 567 3741 0.34

6 485 4226 0.38

7 504 4730 0.43

8 387 5117 0.46

9 323 5440 0.49

10 or more 5666 11106 1.00

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.t008
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Such an approach would also allow for formal testing for parameter value differences between

different families. While such an approach will be challenging to implement, we intend to pur-

sue it in future work.

We also intend to explore approaches in which we use a simple loglinear model to capture

the key features. For example, in such an approach we might include p parameters for the mar-

ginal probabilities and
p
2

� �
parameters for pairwise associations for the mutation rates and

baseline probabilities, for example, while treating the misclassification probabilities as inde-

pendent. There are many possible extensions of this loglinear framework. For example, it

seems likely that after a duplication event, as a function is lost in one branch a new function

will be gained in that branch while the other branch remains unchanged. Such possibilities can

be readily incorporated within this framework by modeling gain/loss probabilities jointly.

Parameters suggest biological interpretations. Our model, while simple, has several advan-

tages and appears to perform well overall. We are able to determine parameters not only for

one family at a time, but shared parameters over the set of all 138 protein families that have

both positive and negative examples of a given function. The parameters have straightforward

interpretations. In agreement with the prevailing model of the importance of gene duplication,

the probability of function change (either gain or loss) derived from our model is much larger

following gene duplication than following speciation. The high probability of an arbitrary

function being present at the root of the tree (π) is consistent with the observation that func-

tions are often highly conserved across long evolutionary time spans [36]. Our model also con-

tains some features that may offer additional biological insights. Our sensitivity analysis shows

that a small probability of functional loss following speciation is particularly important to pre-

diction error. In other words, functions, once gained, strongly tend to be inherited in the

absence of gene duplication. This includes not only molecular functions as generally accepted,

but cellular components (the places where proteins are active), and biological processes (larger

processes that proteins contribute to) as well.

Utility of predictions. The predictions from our method may have utility, both in guiding

experimental work, or in highlighting areas of conflicting scientific results. High probability

predictions are likely to be correct: for the ten such predictions we made for mouse genes, we

found experimental evidence for six of them (which were not yet in the GO knowledgebase),

and for the remaining four, we found no evidence of either presence or absence of that func-

tion. In our leave-one-out predictions of experimentally characterized functions of the EDEM

family, we found cases where our predictions were particularly poor, but upon close examina-

tion turned out to be indicative of actual conflicts in experimental results from different stud-

ies. Deeper analyses of discrepant predictions could be helpful in identifying similar cases.

Improving the input data using taxon constraints. Another type information that can be lev-

eraged is taxon constraints. Taxon constraints—which we define as a set of biological assump-

tions that restrict the set of possible values for given nodes on the tree (either by assuming

gene function will be present or absent there)—can be used to inform our analysis. Within the

context of our model, it is simple to specify that a clade can or cannot have a particular func-

tion, (essentially treating it as if it were fully annotated, without error). Thus, inclusion of such

constraints would reduce the uncertainty in the model by effectively decreasing the overall

depth of the unannotated parts of the tree (distance from the most recent common ancestor to

the tip). More importantly, it would also act to increase the number of available annotations,

most likely adding those of type absent, which as we show in Section 3, are the scarcest ones.

Use in epidemiologic analyses. We emphasize that the goal of this method is not simply to

assign presence or absence of various gene functions to presently unannotated human genes,

but to estimate the probabilities πgp that each gene g has each function p. In analyzing
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epidemiologic studies of gene-disease associations, we anticipate using this annotation infor-

mation as “prior covariates” in a hierarchical model, in which the first level would be a conven-

tional multiple logistic regression for the log relative risk coefficients βg for each gene g and the

second level would be a regression of these βg on the vector πg = (πpg) of estimated function

probabilities. This second level model could take various forms, depending upon whether one

thought the functions were informative about both the magnitude and sign of the relative risks

or only their magnitudes. In former case, one might adopt a linear regression of the form

bg � Nða0 þ p
0
ga; s

2Þ. In the latter case, one might instead model their dispersion as βg� N(0,

λg) or βg� Laplace(λg) where lg ¼ expfa0 þ p
0
gag, corresponding to an individualized form of

ridge or Lasso penalized regression respectively.

In summary, we have presented a parsimonious evolutionary model of gene function.

While we intend to further develop this model to reflect additional biological features, we note

that in its current form it has the following key features: (a) It is computationally scalable, mak-

ing it trivial to jointly analyze hundreds of annotated trees in finite time. (b) It yields data-

driven results that are aligned with our biological intuition, in particular, supporting the idea

that functional changes are most likely to occur following gene-duplication events. (c) Not-

withstanding its simplicity, it provides probabilistic predictions with an precision level compa-

rable to that of other, more complex, phylo-based models. (d) Perhaps most importantly, it

can be used to both support new annotations and to suggest areas in which existing annota-

tions show inconsistencies that may indicate errors or controversies in those experimental

annotations.

5 Material and methods

5.1 Prediction of annotations

Let ~Dc
n denote an annotated tree with all tree structure and annotations below node n removed,

the complement of the induced sub-tree of n, ~Dn. Ultimately we are interested on the condi-

tional probability of the nth node having the function of interest given ~D, the observed tree

and annotations. Let s 2 {0, 1}, then we need to compute:

Pðxn ¼ sj~DÞ ¼
Pðxn ¼ s; ~DÞ
Pð~DÞ

¼
Pðxn ¼ s; ~DÞ

Pð~Djxn ¼ 1ÞPðxn ¼ 1Þ þ Pð~Djxn ¼ 0ÞPðxn ¼ 0Þ

¼
Pð~D; xn ¼ sÞ

Pð~D; xn ¼ 1Þ þ Pð~D; xn ¼ 0Þ

ð6Þ

Using conditional independence (which follows from the Markovian property), the joint

probability of ð~D; xnÞ can be decomposed into two pieces, the “pruning probability”, which

has already been calculated using the peeling algorithm described in section 2.2.2, and the

joint probability of ð~Dc
n; xnÞ:

Pð~D; xn ¼ sÞ ¼ Pð~Djxn ¼ sÞPðxn ¼ sÞ

ðby conditional independenceÞ

¼ Pð~Dnjxn ¼ sÞPð~Dc
njxn ¼ sÞPðxn ¼ sÞ

¼ Pð~Dnjxn ¼ sÞPð~Dc
n; xn ¼ sÞ:

ð7Þ

Using the law of total probability, the second term of (7) can be expressed in terms of n’s
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parent state, xp(n), as:

Pð~Dc
n; xn ¼ sÞ ¼ Pð~Dc

n; xn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ 1ÞPðxpðnÞ ¼ 1Þþ

Pð~Dc
n; xn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ 0ÞPðxpðnÞ ¼ 0Þ

ð8Þ

Again, given the state of the parent node, xp(n), xn and ~Dc
n are conditionally independent, and

with s0 2 {0, 1}, we have

Pð~Dc
n; xn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ ¼ Pð~Dc

njxpðnÞ ¼ s0ÞPðxn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

¼
Pð~Dc

n; xpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ
PðxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

Pðxn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

A couple of observations from the previous equation. First, while ~Dc
n includes node p(n), it

does not include information about its state, xp(n), since only leaf annotations are observed.

Second, the equation now includes PðxnjxpðnÞÞ, this is, the model’s transition probabilities, (μ01,

μ10). With the above equation we can write (8) as:

Pð~Dc
n; xn ¼ sÞ ¼

Pð~Dc
n; xpðnÞ ¼ 1ÞPðxn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ 1Þþ

Pð~Dc
n; xpðnÞ ¼ 0ÞPðxn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ 0Þ

ð80Þ

In (80), the only missing piece is Pð~Dc
n; xpðnÞÞ, which can be expressed as

Pð~Dc
njxpðnÞ ¼ s0ÞPðxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

Furthermore, another application of the Markovian property allows us to decompose

Pð~DjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ as a product of conditional probabilities. Thus, Pð~DjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ can be expressed

as

¼ Pð~DpðnÞjxpðnÞ ¼ s0ÞPð~Dc
pðnÞjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ:

(which, by definition, is)

¼
Y

o2OffðpðnÞÞ

Pð~DojxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

( )

Pð~Dc
pðnÞjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ:

(and, taking the pruning probability of node n out of the product operator, gives)

¼
Y

o2OffðpðnÞÞnfng

Pð~DojxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

( )

Pð~Dc
pðnÞjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ � Pð~DnjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

¼ Pð~Dc
njxpðnÞ ¼ s0ÞPð~DnjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

Where the last equality holds by definition of ~Dc
n. In essence, this shows that we can decompose

the conditional probability ~DjxpðnÞ ¼ s0 by splitting the tree at either n or p(n). This allows us
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to calculate Pð~Dc
n; xpðnÞÞ:

Pð~Dc
n; xpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ ¼ Pð~Dc

njxpðnÞ ¼ s0ÞPðxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

ðmultiplying and dividing by Pð~DnjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ we getÞ;

¼
Pð~DjxpðnÞ ¼ s0ÞPðxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

Pð~DnjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

ðWhich; using the previous set of equations; isÞ

¼
Pð~D; xpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ
Pð~DnjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

ð9Þ

The denominator of (9) can then be rewritten as follows:

Pð~DnjxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ ¼ Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 1; xpðnÞ ¼ s0ÞPðxn ¼ 1jxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þþ

Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 0; xpðnÞ ¼ s0ÞPðxn ¼ 0jxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

ðgiven that we know that is xn; xpðnÞ is no longer informative for ~DnÞ

¼ Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 1ÞPðxn ¼ 1jxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þþ

Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 0ÞPðxn ¼ 0jxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ:

Now, we can substitute this into the denominator of (9) and write:

Pð~Dc
n; xpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ ¼

Pð~D; xpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ
Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 1ÞPðxn ¼ 1jxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ þ Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 0ÞPðxn ¼ 0jxpðnÞ ¼ s0Þ

:
ð90Þ

This way, the probability of observing ð~Dc
n; xn ¼ sÞ, (80), equals:

Pð~Dc
n; xn ¼ sÞ ¼

Pð~D; xpðnÞ ¼ 1ÞPðxn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ 1Þ

Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 1Þð1 � m10Þ þ Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 0Þm10

þ

Pð~D; xpðnÞ ¼ 0ÞPðxn ¼ sjxpðnÞ ¼ 0Þ

Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 1Þm01 þ Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 0Þð1 � m01Þ

ð10Þ

Together with the pruning probabilities calculated during the model fitting process, this

equation can be computed using a recursive algorithm, in particular the pre-order traversal

[37], in which we iterate through the nodes from root to leaves.
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When node n is the root node, the posterior probability can be calculated in a straightfor-

ward way:

Pðxn ¼ 1j~DÞ ¼
Pðxn ¼ 1; ~DÞ

Pðxn ¼ 1; ~DÞ þ Pðxn ¼ 0; ~DÞ

¼
Pð~Djxn ¼ 1ÞPðxn ¼ 1Þ

Pð~Djxn ¼ 1ÞPðxn ¼ 1Þ þ Pð~Djxn ¼ 0ÞPðxn ¼ 0Þ

¼
Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 1Þp

Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 1Þpþ Pð~Dnjxn ¼ 0Þð1 � pÞ;

since the terms Pð~DnjxnÞ have already been calculated as part of the pruning algorithm.

5.2 Monte carlo study

We assess model performance by quantifying the quality of our predictions under several sce-

narios using annotations constructed by simulating the evolutionary process on real trees

obtained from PANTHER. In particular, we simulate the following scenarios:

1. Fully annotated: For each tree in PANTHER we simulated the evolution of gene function,

and the annotation of that function at the tree tips, using the model described in this paper.

For each tree we drew a different set of model parameters from the following Beta distribu-

tion:

Parameter a b
Mean

a=ðaþ bÞ

m01d 38 2 0:95

m10d 10 10 0:50

m01s; m10s 2 38 0:05

p 2 38 0:05

We then used the simulated annotations to estimate the model parameters and gene func-

tion states. For this case we exclude mislabeling, i.e. all leaves are correctly annotated.

2. Partially annotated: Here, we took the set of simulations produced in scenario 1 above,

but now estimated the model using a partially annotated tree. Specifically, we randomly

dropped a proportion of leaf annotations m� Uniform(0.1, 0.9). Once again, we assumed

no mislabeling. (So, ψ01 = 0, ψ10 = 0).

3. Partially annotated with mislabeling Finally, we take the data from scenario 2 but allow

for the possibility of mislabeling in the annotations. Specifically, for each tree we draw val-

ues for ψ01 and ψ10 from a Beta(2, 38) distribution.

In order to assess the effect of the prior distribution, in each scenario we performed estima-

tion twice using two different priors: a well-specified prior, i.e., the one used during the data-

generating-process, and a biased prior in which the α shape was twice of that of the data-gener-

ating-process.

The entire simulation study was conducted on USC’s HPC cluster using the R package

slurmR [38]. Data visualization was done using the R package ggplot2 [39].

5.2.1 Prediction error. Fig 10 shows the distribution of AUCs and Mean Absolute Errors

[MAEs] for the third scenario by prior used and proportion of missing labels.
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Overall, the predictions are good with a relatively low MAE/high AUC. Furthermore, as

seen in Fig 10, both AUC and MAE worsen off as the data becomes more sparse (fewer anno-

tated leaves).

5.2.2 Bias. We now consider bias. Fig 11 shows the distribution of the empirical bias,

defined as the population parameter minus the parameter estimate, for the first scenario (fully

annotated tree). Since the tree is fully annotated and there is no mislabeling, the plot only

shows the parameters for functional gain, loss and the root node probability. Of the three

parameters, π is the one which the model has the hardest time to recover, what’s more, it gen-

erally seems to be over-estimated. On the other hand, μ01, μ10 estimates do significantly better

than those for π, and moreover, in sufficiently large trees the model with the correct prior is

able to recover the true parameter value.

Fig 12 shows the empirical distribution of the parameter estimates in the third simulation

scheme: a partially annotated tree with mislabelling. As the proportion of missing annotations

increases, the model tends to, as expected, do worse.

Fig 10. Distribution of AUCs and MAEs for the scenario with partially annotated trees and mislabeling. The x-axis shows the

proportion of missing annotations, while the y-axis shows the score (AUC or MAE).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g010
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Fig 11. Empirical bias distribution for the Fully annotated scenario by type of prior, parameter, and number of leaves.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g011

Fig 12. Empirical bias distribution for the partially annotated scenario by parameter and proportion of missing labels.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g012
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5.3 Limiting probabilities

In the case that the model includes a single set of gain and loss probabilities, (i.e. no difference

according to type of node), in the limit as the number of branches between the root and the

node goes to infinity, the probability that a given node has a function can be calculated as

Pðzn ¼ 1Þ ¼ ð1 � m10ÞPðzn� 1 ¼ 1Þ þ m01Pðzn� 1 ¼ 0Þ;

since in the limit Pðzn ¼ 1Þ ¼ Pðznþk ¼ 1Þ; 8k

¼ ð1 � m10ÞPðzn ¼ 1Þ þ m01Pðzn ¼ 0Þ;

finally

Pðzn ¼ 1Þ ¼
m01

m01 þ m10

ð11Þ

However, when the gain and loss probabilities differ by type of node, the unconditional proba-

bility of observing having function is computed as follows:

Pðzn ¼ 1Þ ¼ Pðzn ¼ 1jCn ¼ DÞPðCn ¼ DÞ þ Pðzn ¼ 1jCn ¼ :DÞPðCn ¼ :DÞ ð12Þ

Where Cn 2 {D, ¬D} denotes the type of event (duplication or not duplication, respectively).

We need to calculate Pðzn ¼ 1jCn ¼ DÞ and Pðzn ¼ 1jCn ¼ :DÞ. WLOG let’s start by the first:

Pðzn ¼ 1jCn ¼ DÞ ¼ Pðzn ¼ 1jCn ¼ D; zn� 1 ¼ 1ÞPðzn� 1 ¼ 1jCn ¼ DÞþ

Pðzn ¼ 1jCn ¼ D; zn� 1 ¼ 0ÞPðzn� 1 ¼ 0jCn ¼ DÞ

¼ ð1 � m10
DÞPðzn� 1 ¼ 1jCn ¼ DÞ þ m01

DPðzn� 1 ¼ 0jCn ¼ DÞ

Now; following the same argument made in ð11Þ;

mD ¼
m01

D

m01
D þ m10

D

Where mD ¼ PðznjDn;Dn� 1Þ. Likewise, m:D ¼
m01
:D

m01
:Dþm10

:D. Observe that the parameter is only

indexed by the class of the n-th leaf as the class of its parent is not relevant for this calculation.

Pðzn ¼ 1Þ ¼ mDPðCn ¼ DÞ þ m:DPðCn ¼ :DÞ ð120Þ

Where the probability of a node having a given class can be approximated by the observed pro-

portion of that class in the given tree.

5.4 SIFTER analysis

For the analysis using GO annotations and their corresponding PANTHER trees, we focused

on genes for which there were at least two with an annotation of the type “present” (i.e. a “1”)

and two others with an annotation of type “absent” (i.e. a “0”) for the same function within the

same tree, thus at least four annotations. These requirements yielded the initial number of�1,

500 annotations over�1, 300 proteins which we used for fitting our evolutionary model. But

when mapping those proteins to Pfam trees, we were not able to use all 1,300 with SIFTER, as

many of the resulting trees either ended up with a single protein, which precludes SIFTER

from running the LOO-CV algorithm, or with a single function, which means that SIFTER

cannot be used, since it requires at least two functions for inference; if there is just one func-

tion, it simply infers all leaves as having the function. Because of these considerations, the ini-

tial set of candidate proteins that SIFTER could analyze reduced from 1,300 to 472.
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After running SIFTER with the 472 proteins, the total number of proteins that could be

compared with our method was further reduced to 147. The reason for this reflect on a couple

of issues that we observed during the estimation process:

1. In a pre-processing step, SIFTER prunes the GO tree, which ultimately translates into drop-

ping some annotations. For example, if we passed SIFTER a dataset with 2 GO terms, in

some cases it would drop one of those and proceed with the calculations using only a single

GO term. This is described in detail in page 18 of the Supplemental Materials of Engel-

heardt et al. (2011), “In the GO DAG, we first prune all ancestors of nodes with annotations

(even if the ancestors themselves have annotations), then we prune all non-annotated

nodes. This leaves a set of candidate functions that are neither ancestors nor descendants of

each other, ensuring there are no deterministic dependencies between them in terms of the

semantic network.”

2. In some other cases, the Pfam version of SIFTER, which is dated 2015, did not include

some of the families we identified with the EBI/EMBL API.

3. In another handful of cases, SIFTER was not able to find some of the proteins included in

the analysis. Again, similar to the previous point, this was mostly due to the fact that the

Pfam database is outdated.

Fig 13. Difference in the number of input proteins used for predictions. Each bar represents a single annotation

(prediction) to be made. The y-axis shows the difference between the number of input proteins used by aphylo, and SIFTER.

Negative values indicate that SIFTER included more proteins as input for making the prediction, whereas positive values

indicate that aphylo included more proteins as input. A paired t-test shows that, on average, SIFTER included more proteins

than aphylo for each one of its calculations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g013
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4. After these cases were excluded, there was only one case in which SIFTER failed to converge

after one hour of analysis and another case in which the final set of proteins was of size one,

so LOO-CV was not possible.

Since both methods ended up using different sets of trees, we assessed whether either of the

two used more or less proteins as input for makingtheir predictions, which is shown in Fig 13.

We can see that on average SIFTER had more proteins available than aphylo to compute the

posterior probabilities. Moreover, a paired t-test showed that that difference is significant, with

SIFTER using an average of about three more proteins than aphylo per prediction. This differ-

ence is not surprising as SIFTER was designed to make inferences on sets of GO annotations,

which ultimately translates into jointly analyzing proteins with disjoint sets of annotations.

Another interesting point to highlight is the difference in SIFTER’s prediction scores using

truncation level one [ST1] versus truncation level three [ST3], which is shown in Fig 8. Oddly

enough, while SIFTER with truncation level 3 shows a smaller MAE (better prediction), the

AUC is worse. Fig 14 shows a jittered scatter plot of each truncation level’s prediction scores.

Looking at that figure, we can see that positive annotations that were classified as negative with

ST1 now have a positive probability under ST3. Since most of the annotations in the data are

positive annotations, this reduces the mean square error. At the same time, six proteins that

were correctly marked as not having the function in ST1, under ST3 have now a positive prob-

ability of having the function. Since the data have only 18 negative annotations, this has a great

impact on the calculated AUCs.

Fig 14. Scatter plot comparing all 184 prediction scores between SIFTER with truncation level one, and SIFTER

with truncation level 3. Red triangles correspond to negative annotations, while blue triangles mark positive

annotations. The six negative annotations with a black border highlight observations that were correctly classified with

truncation one, but were misclassified using truncation level 3. The coordinates were jittered to avoid overlapping.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007948.g014
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Finally, it is worthwhile noting that the entire installation of SIFTER required approxi-

mately 150 Gb. While SIFTER is well documented, the python wrappers— SIFTER’s current

main user interface—could not be used to run LOO-CV, which is why we opted to use the

core program, written in Java. This also restricted the set of annotations available to use with

SIFTER.

5.5 Computational resources

The Monte Carlo simulation study featured in Section 5.2 was conducted on USC’s Center for

High Performance Computing Cluster, a Slurm cluster. In general, simulations and annota-

tions were performed using between 200 up to 400 threads.

The analyses using GO annotations, involving the 1,300 experimentally annotated proteins

were run on a large CentOS 7 server with 20 physical cores Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v4

@ 2.40GHz and 250 Gb of memory. Nevertheless, all calculations involving the 1,300 proteins

were done using a single computational thread and less than one GB of memory.
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